DRESS-UP FUN!

Make a copy of this page and cut out your own Piggie mask to dress up for Happy Pig Day! After designing your own Piggie mask, ask an adult to help in attaching the masks to a Popsicle stick to complete the look.

YOU WILL NEED:

- Crayons or markers
- Popsicle sticks, glitter (optional)
- Glue (to be handled by adults)
DRESS-UP FUN!

Make a copy of this sheet and cut out what Gerald needs to get ready for the Happy Pig Day celebrations, and attach them to his body! Don’t forget to color him!
What's Wrong with Elephant & Piggie?

These two pictures look the same, but look closer—the picture on the right has 10 things that are different from the picture on the left. Circle the things that are different in the picture on the right.
Fill in the blanks below and draw pictures to go along with the story when you are done.

One day, Piggie and Elephant went to ______________.

When they got there, Piggie found ______________.

Then Elephant found ____________________.

“Oh, dear!” Elephant cried. “Look at this ______________!”

Piggie said, “Don’t worry, Gerald. Now you can ______________!”

The two friends laughed. Elephant asked, “______________?”

“______________!” said Piggie.
Using the letters found in “Elephant and Piggie.” spell words to finish the sentences.

1. You have to ________ an orange before you eat it.
2. Another word for “JUMP” is ________.
3. The Earth is a ________ in space.
4. A large monkey is an ________.
5. The U.S. national bird is the ________.
6. It’s fun to play ________ and seek.
7. A rainstorm brings thunder and ________.
8. If it’s not day, it’s ________.
9. A cat has a long ________.
10. Can’t guess it? I’ll give you a ________.
The best part of Happy Pig Day is celebrating with friends!

Connect the dots in the picture below to complete this *Happy Pig Day!* scene.
PIGGIE MAZE

Help Piggie get ready for the party by helping her get everything she needs. Be sure to pick up all of the items needed along the way!
Happy Pig Day! is a celebration of Piggie, and a celebration of Piggie and Gerald’s friendship.

In this activity, look back on ten of Elephant & Piggie’s adventures. See if you can unscramble the book titles and then match up each book title with the right jacket.

1. gsiP kaeM eM eeSn!ze

2. rAe uoY yaRed ot ylPa ?uOsited

3. stEhplena notCna ca!Den

4. hreTe sl a dBir no rYuo dae!H

5. I mA ign!Go

6. eW Aer ni a !kBoo

7. nCa I yPal T?oo

8. I mA dIntvie ot a !yPrat

9. yM dFeirn sl dSa

10. I liWl uprSrsei yM reIFn!d